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Some viewers say that it was fun
to watch. Some say it was so
bad, that they couldn't bare to
look. An anonymous 4th grader
had stepped on the ant hole
located in front of the 5th
graders' classroom. The fight
was said to have started halfway

through the 4th graders' daily
soccer game.
Wednesday, 27, 2021
After both students set aside
their differences and made
amends for what transpired and
students thought it was all
history, round two began.
Another ant hole had been

found near a pole in the
playground. An anonymous
student recalled the events.
While student 2 was examining
it, and had gotten up to play
with the rest of the class, the
another argument ensued. The
news of the event shocked the
school... The school was forced

to take action. After school
hours an exterminator appeared
caring a jug filled with a
concoction made just for the 6
legged residents of the holes.
The holes were thoroughly
sprayed. Unfortunately the
liquid contained toxins that are
fatal to ants. -Sophia (4th grader)

The 3rd grade students described it as a
moment of sheer happiness. The 5th
graders described it as a perfect moment
to quit. The popular, worldwide "Ready
Writing" ( a competition of writing a truly
fantastic story ) Had been turned into a
club.
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Viewer Vaughn Mccord stated, "I have never seen 
anything like it. Lucky, no one was hurt."

About this Quarrel

The vacant 
ant hole

New beginning, New name
An ongoing vote was happening! The 
catastrophic 4th graders stopped 
talking loudly to listen as the votes 
were being cast... It was a battle 
between two AMAZING names, "The 
Writing Falcons," and , "The Fiction 
Fandom". A pin dropped as headmaster 
Priscilla Nguyen counted the remaining 
votes... " The winner is... " suspense in 
the large classroom got more intense as 
the hyper students were about to fall 
off their seats... "THE FICTION 
FANDOM!!! " The 3rd and 5th graders 
clapped as the 4th graders burst out 
whoo-ing in excitement. It was final.




